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Christmas…. I always feel happy during Christmas. Perhaps it is my childhood memory for this

is the only time that I get presents which I enjoyed especially board games.

 

Christmas reminds me of poor villagers in Cambodia living in tiny shacks made of thatch, of

villagers in Nepal living in makeshift shelters after their houses were destroyed by the 2015

 earthquake. Then there are the adorable children in our children homes. Like children

everywhere, the needs are plenty from better nutrition to tuition to enrichment programs. Besides

the children in our homes, thousands of poor students skip school to earn a meagre income to

help provide for the family. Once I saw a group of teenage girls in uniform but bare footed.

Imagine these girls can't even afford to buy slippers! How to attend school when one can’t even

afford to buy exercise books?  

 

Getting a job is key to escaping the poverty trap. Yet rural youths lacked the skills to get a

white collar job. Working as construction workers, in a garment factory or worse, in a karaoke

bar will leave them poor and struggling to make ends meet.

 

We make hope real when we train and provide the animals and feed to poor Nepali villagers to

start their chicken or goat farms. From this small beginning, some have grown to become sizeable

farms. Our sewing training course allow the women to earn additional income from tailoring.

Even earning a couple of dollars a day is a dream to many.

 

Your gifts can give joy to many children and families. Your gift can be a life-changer!

L E T  H O P E  S H I N E  T H I S  C H R I S T M A S .

Best wishes, 

Robert Kee
Chairman/Founder
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Choose a gift
With over 30 gifts to choose from, select a gift and let your present bring hope to the poorest of the
poor in Cambodia and Nepal!

Fill up the gift order form 
Find the gift order form at page 13 and 14!

Send the completed form to us OR visit our website
Mail the gift form to us at: 

Operation Hope Foundation
Tanglin internation Centre, 352 Tanglin Road,
#02-04 (Strathmore Block), Singapore 247671

*If you have selected a gift that has been donated by another donor, we will channel your donation to other gifts in the same category. 

Visit https://ohf.org.sg/christmas-catalogue/ to make payment via credit card or PayNow!
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“Living in a community for 7 months taught me how to adapt and handle human

relations in my company today.”

 

Phallin heard of the Training Job Skills for the Service Sector (TJSSS) course through

announcements made by his high school. A 7-months programme, it allows

candidates to go through a training to learn the English language, computer skills, as

well as various topics such as entrepreneurship, business admin and hospitality. Quite

unbelievably for him, it is an all-expense-paid 7-months residential course.

 

Many TJSSS students feedback that the greatest benefit to joining the course is being

able to learn English and Computer skills. Phallin, who found a job shortly after TJSSS

as a video editor cum admin staff at a NGO, would tell you the same. Phallin was hired

because a video editor job was looking to be filled, and he is fully competent as he

had been trained at TJSSS, learning video editing skills using the Sony Vegas software.

 

His direct superior, Martin, is an American and is learning the Khmer language. When

Martin needs help with learning new words, Phallin’s proficiency in English helps

Martin to quickly understand the meaning and context of the words in question.

 

Phallin also appreciated learning about desirable attitude and their importance in

TJSSS. In a country where fraud is rife, he learnt that honesty is a much sought after

trait. Other points about Attitude learnt in the course include asking questions when

unsure, taking initiative, working as a team, punctuality and being dependable at

work. On that last mentioned trait, Martin pointed out that unlike other staff that he

had to manage, Phallin is independent and does not need to be constantly supervised

at work.
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A DIFFERENT FUTURE FOR PHALLIN



“With consistent income, Phallin is

now saving to enroll in university.

His parents, who are farmers, had

dreams to run a small business. Due

to lack of finances, they were not

able to choose their destiny and

became farmers. Today, Phallin

envisions a different future – one

that is stepped into based on his

interest and shaped by his dreams.

Rural youth like Phallin is looking

for opportunities to learn. They are

hungry to challenge themselves

and expand their horizons. 
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You can give that opportunity to a youth by sponsoring a 7-months or 3-months TJSSS

bursary!

More than 80% of rural Cambodian workers are in
vulnerable employment. 

Computer skills are taught for students to learn various software such as

Microsoft office. They learn to design, to HTML code and video edit. Youth

also has an opportunity to learn English using MP3 players with podcasts,

group discussion as well as instructor-led lessons. 

Job opportunities in rural Cambodia are scarce. The lack of important job skills such as

computer and English-speaking skills lead to youth remaining in rural villages to take up

manual labour jobs or end up in the city as unskilled workers. To equip rural youths with

the needed skills to get a white-collar job, Training Job Skills for Service Sector (TJSSS)

reaches out to the poorer communities in Prey Veng, Cambodia. Rural youth gets to attend

the course for free over the duration of 3 or 7 months. 

The residential training is inclusive of meals and accommodation. This ensure

that the students enrolled into TJSSS could be focused on pursuing their

studies instead of fretting over financial issues. 

Lessons

Give rural Cambodian youth a chance to learn skills and build a better
future for themselves! 

All-paid expenses

Attitude

TJSSS teaches students the right attitude to work in a company. Discipline,

punctuality, honesty are valuable qualities that employers look out for in

their employees and are reinforced in the TJSSS Attitude classes. Besides

having a good attitude, having soft skills such as decision making and

financial planning could lay their foundations for sustainability. 

Head over to page 13

Phallin and his niece at the rice field. 



COMMUNITY

OHF

The cycle of poverty cannot be broken without clean water that is easily accessible –

not only are disease and even death rampant due to the lack of clean water. With a

hand-pump well at a close proximity of their home, families can access to clean

water! 

Pieces of old and used materials such as dried bamboo leaves, tattered zinc sheets

and plastic cover are pieced together to form a shelter that could barely shield them

from harsh weather conditions. By meeting the poor villager's basic needs, OHF builds

a comfortable wooden house for them.

The lack of proper sanitation leads to poor health and a decrease of human dignity.

Every 20 seconds, a child dies as a result of poor sanitation. Adults relieve themselves

by squatting behind a bush instead of using a proper toilet in privacy.

PROGRAMMES

IN CAMBODIA

The lack of access to basic and vital human needs 

Housing

Water

Sanitation

Give gifts that make an impact for rural villagers living in poverty! 
Head over to page 14
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Gift a house: $5,200

Proper housingProper housing

Gift a water well: $1,000

clean waterclean water

Gift a toilet: $850

SAFE SANITATIONSAFE SANITATION

Gift a UV clean water
system: $4,600

Safe drinking waterSafe drinking water



LIVELIHOOD

OHF

PROJECTS
IN NEPAL

Remove the trap of poverty
25% of Nepalis earn less than US$60 cents a day.

Young women in rural areas with low education are desperate to increase their income.

Equipped with a sewing machine and tailoring skills, the women now have an opportunity to

supplement the family income. 

Give the gift of health, prosperity and peace to needy villagers in Nepal!
Head over to page 14

Computer classes are not available in rural villagers and it is costly and time consuming for them

to take bus to attend the classes. This opportunity to learn computer skills opens the doors to a

decent job.

Computer classes are not available in rural villagers and it is costly and time consuming for them

to take bus to attend the classes. This opportunity to learn computer skills opens the doors to a

decent job.

Even though the consumption of chicken meat increases everyday in Nepal, poultry farmers'

production and income rate remains very low. Without technical training on poultry farming,

farmers depend on traditional ways which fails to capitalise on this growing group of consumers.

Page  6

Gift tailoring training for a
woman: $452

tailoring trainingtailoring training

Gift computer training for
a class of youth: $5,319

computer trainingcomputer training

Gift chicken farming training for a
family: $1,365

chicken farming trainingchicken farming training 

Gift goat farming training for a
family: $1,258

goat farming traininggoat farming training



CHILD

OHF

Give the gift of a peaceful and comfortable home for disadvantaged children! 
Head over to page 14

Hope Trust Nepal (HTN) is a children's home in Kathmandu which cares for 40 over abandoned

and neglected children, as well as orphans. Teresa was received at HTN when she was only 2

weeks old. Her father gave her up after her mother died from complications in childbirth. Today,

she is a happy and healthy toddler growing up with caring brothers and sisters at the home.

 

At Hope Trust Nepal, the children are taught to be self-disciplined and to show love and care to

one another. The children attends private schools where English is the language of instruction

and have three-square meals to eat daily. 

 

These 40 children will be moving to their new 120-children home in Pokhara very soon! While

the buildings are funded for, the dormitories, computer rooms, office and kitchen have to be

furnished in order for the buildings to be a complete home for the children. We need to

purchase vehicles - their only mode of transport. 

HOPE TRUST NEPAL

Page  7



Hope Village got a call about 3 siblings whose mother has passed away, and whose

father became mentally incapacitated. Robert Kee, Founder of OHF, set out in the

morning with Hope Village staff to visit these children in the village. The big house

that came into view on site made him dubious about the need of the children.

Stepping into the house to meet Bora, Boran and Srey Oon, he saw a home that

was completely void of furniture and possessions. Robert learnt that everything

was sold after their father, a businessman, became bankrupt. The children had

no proper caregiver even though their uncle was supplying food to them.

 

“Don’t go without me! Don’t leave me!” Bora, age 12 years old then, begged and chased

after the OHF vehicle driving away. He was too big to join Hope Village, so their uncle

could only release his 2 and 8 years old siblings to Hope Village.

 

Remembering that day, Bora shared: “My mother’s dying wish was for me to take care

of my brother and sister. I did not know whether the people at Hope Village could be

trusted, whether my siblings would be safe there. As I chased after the vehicle, Lokta

(Grandpa in Khmer, referring to Robert) eventually turned the vehicle around.”

 

Life in Hope Village was a 360 degrees turn for Bora. He grew up with Boran and Srey

Oon with everything they needed. His best memory of Hope Village were his house

parents who treated him like their own child. He said they genuinely loved him, and

were always teaching him and the rest of the children about moral values.

 

He had a favourite hangout in Hope Village. Bora shared: “If anyone wanted to find

me, they knew to go to the computer room!” At a young age, he had the notion that

owning computer knowledge is the gateway to success tomorrow. He would spend

hours learning about computers and from computers.
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THE BOY WHO WAS ALMOST 

LEFT BEHIND 

From left: Bora, Lwin San (OHF Cambodia Country Manager), Boran (Bora's brother) and two other
friends of Bora 



Bora is doing well in his career today as a Field Marketing Associate in a Japanese

company. He had been in 3 international distributor companies, and was quick to be

promoted in each. Attributing his progress to attitude, he said: “Attitude and honesty

is the key driver to success. Skills and knowledge can come later. Without good

attitude and hard work, you cannot go further.” Bora is now managing a team, and

had to deal with fraud internally in the company.

 

Many children, like Bora, have great potential. However, the chains of poverty due to

lack of opportunities, finances and health, withhold them from a bright future.

Send a gift to our children’s homes to bring joy to our kids, and help us to

continue helping other children in need.
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Hope Village Prey Veng 
The sad background of the children's lives would commonly tell a story of

separated parents who marry new spouses and form new families, abandoning

children from their previous marriage to aged grandparents and relatives. These

abandoned children do not have proper meals and hardly a chance at education. 

 

At Hope Village, we now have over 90 children living in a fully equipped children's

home with proper meals, good education, sports facilities, computer rooms.

These vulnerable children grows up in a nurturing environment that empowers

them to be the best version of themselves.

Give the gift of joy and hope to the Hope village children this season! 
Head over to page 13

A photo of Bora with his colleagues 



To ensure that the children attend school frequently, a bi-monthly food pack is given to encourage

their guardians to send them to school instead of sending them to earn money via ad-hoc work.

Bring the gift of education to poor primary school children. Sponsor a
child here: https://ohf.org.sg/nrcs/

SPONSOR A CHILD 

NON-RESIDENTIAL CHILD

SPONSORSHIP (NRCS)

PROGRAMME

OHF

Education is free but going to school is not

In rural Cambodia, 150,000 children drop out from school in the primary education sector every year. Primary

school children would need to pay for their own stationeries, uniforms and textbooks in order to attend school

and do their homework. Children from poor families have no choice but to drop out of school and take up odd-

jobs such as tending water buffaloes, collecting cow dung and selling fruits in the market to earn more money to

provide food for the family. 

Through the Sponsor a Child (Non-Residential) programme, we put poor children through primary

schools. The sponsored child who desires to learn and attend schools receives a poverty-defeating gift -

education, together with school necessities such as textbook, stationeries, school uniforms and shoes. 

Page  10



Shanta, 71 years old, lived alone in a house made up of small pieces of wood, bamboo,

recycled zinc sheets, and plastered with mud. The shabby house was not always her

abode. The house was hastily erected to provide her with shelter after her previous

house was deemed unsafe to live in after the 2015 earthquake. Her previous house

was damaged, ridden with cracks.

 

Shanta had no savings, and her children rarely sent money to her. She had no means

to build a new house for herself. When the government staff went to observe her

house, they wrote her off as ineligible to receive compensation for house rebuilding.

Desperate, she told one of the engineers that she did not have a proper home to live

in, and she has no one to care for her. The engineer eventually added her name in the

compensation list. Despite that, long-drawn processes and administrative

obstacles meant that Shanta had to reside in the temporary house for an

indefinite number of months ahead. When it rained at night, Shanta is unable to

sleep in peace as she fears that her house will be swept away by strong winds.

 

Knowing that the elderly Shanta is at physical risk in her temporary home due to

external elements, she was selected to be a beneficiary of an earthquake-resistant rice

bag house.

 

Shanta was unsure about living in a rice bag house at first, but one of her sons assured

her that it will be safe. OHF shared with her about the benefits of living in a rice bag

house -  besides earthquake resistance, the house is insulated to keep her warm

during winter, and cool during summer.
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A DREAM HOUSE WORTH

WAITING FOR 

Aunty Shanta and her old house 



A rice bag house was built for her with the contribution from Singaporean volunteers.

Full of gratitude, she shared with OHF that she is happy to call the rice bag house her

home.

 

TODAY
Several years have passed, and thousands of Nepalis live in temporary shelters.

Temperature can drop to 1-degree celsius during winter, and without a house that

offers protection, villagers have to withstand the bone-chilling cold.

 

Help another like Shanta and give a proper home and basic security.
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Some gifts don't fit inside a box. Give the gift of a new home today! 

8 million people were affected, with some 500,000 buildings and homes destroyed

It has been four years since that morning on 25 April 2015, when a 7.8 magnitude earthquake hit Nepal

and northern India. The earthquake was the worst disaster recorded in Nepal since the 1934 earthquake.

Millions of Nepalis were displaced. To rebuild homes, Operation Hope Foundation started the Earthquake

Rebuilding Project 4 years ago that uses an unique construction method to build Rice Bag Houses (RBH)..

The Rice Bag Houses cost 50-75% cheaper than alternative building options!

Rice Bag Houses are easy to construct and skilled masons not needed. Empty bags, barbed wire

and roofing are all that is required to be purchased and transported to mountainous regions.

As compared to the alternative of stone and mud, these homes are earthquake resistant. It is also

insulated - keeping one cool in summer and warm in winter!

Nepal Open Team building a Rice bag House for Aunty Shanta in 2018 Aunty Shanta sitting outside of her newly-built Rice Bag House

Head over to page 14



Gift order form 
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Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Hope Village Prey Veng

Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Hope Trust Nepal

You can now visit https://ohf.org.sg/christmas-catalogue/ and pool funds
with other donors!

HVPV-MN

HVPV-SHO

HVPV-UW

HVPV-UNF

HVPV-MD

HVPV-TF

HVPV-RB

HVPV-MV

HVPV-STA

HVPV-BW

HVPV-DW

HVPV-TRE

Mosquito Nets

Set of bathing towels and slippers

Set of girls' innerwear and boys' briefs

Set of school uniform

Milk donation

Tuition fees

Sports equipment

Multivitamins

5 sets of stationery

Installation of barbed wire on top of fence

Replace children's dorm windows

Christmas Tree

$6

$12

$3.60

$16

$3

$1,000

$60

$50

$8

$3,400

$13,600

$200

HVPV-OA Contribute towards Hope Village Prey Veng $80

HTN-V Vehicle for the home $43,750

HTN-H Contribute towards Hope Trust Nepal $80

Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Hope Training Centre 

HTC-SC Steel containers for food used during

volunteer projects
$159

HTC-PCO Plastic containers for food used during

volunteer projects
$20

HTC-FB Food bowls for volunteer teams $2

HTC-PCH Plastic chairs for volunteer teams $10



Gift order form 

Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Rural Youth -
Skills Training

TJSSS-3F Full bursary sponsorship for 1 student in 3-

months course

$600

TJSSS-7F Full bursary sponsorship for 1 student in 7-

months course
$1,200

Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Cambodian Villagers
and Schools 

CP-H House $5,200

CP-W Well $1,000

CP-UV UV Clean Water System $4,600

CP-S Toilet $850

Gift ID Description Amount Quantity

Gifts to Nepali Villagers 

CP-1ST Donate sewing materials for 1 student to

learn the tailoring trade in Nepal
$25

CP-1SM

CP-01G

CP-50C

CP-1SP

CP-CF

CP-GF

CP-TT

CP-CT

Donate a sewing machine for a woman to

begin her tailoring business
$385

Donate one goat to a family to increase their

livelihood

Give 50 chicks to a family to increase their

livelihood

Donate the ingredients for one villager to

learn soap making

Chicken Farming training for one family

Goat Farming training for one family

Tailoring Training for a woman

Computer Training for a class of youth

RBH-FS Sponsorship of one Rice Bag House

$200

$100

$75

$1,365

$1,258

$452

$5,319

$6,500
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You can now visit https://ohf.org.sg/christmas-catalogue/ and pool the
funds with other donors!



THANK YOU FOR givingTHANK YOU FOR giving
https://ohf.org.sg/

https://www.facebook.com/OHF2001/

@operationhopefoundation


